
SCC FOR
BUSINESS PARTNERING

By partnering with SCC, we can help end customers to reduce 
the cost of end-to-end IT procurement and associated services, 
as well as ease the stress of managing processes from  
start to finish.

SCC has identified six key stages in a successful supply 
chain: Procurement, Configuration, Data Security, Storage, 
IMAC Services (Installs, Moves, Additions and Changes), and 
Recycling. We deliver value by providing these services as 
a comprehensive service to customers. All Supply Chain 
services are delivered out of SCC’s secure National Distribution 
Centre (NDC) located in Birmingham where our key supply 
chain activities such as Purchasing, Inventory Management, 
Warehousing, Repair Centre, and Recycling Services are based.

Why Partner with SCC?

Our Lifecycle™ catalogue tool provides an integrated gateway through which 
Business Partners can conduct both product and service transactions with SCC 
through a single web-based interface, from the point of procurement through to 
delivery-tracking and on to disposal. In addition, Lifecycle™ can be configured 
to the specific needs of customers. Lifecycle™ underpins our entire end-to-end 
asset service to enable strict control of purchasing activity whilst adhering to all 
data security and sustainability requirements.

Our Commissioning Centre provides value-added services ranging from asset 
tagging to comprehensive commissioning for laptops, desktops, servers and 
racks, and all peripheral devices. SCC delivers efficiency and cost reductions 
combined with rapid delivery and significant scale for our Business Partners, 
from small scale catalogue-driven requirements through to high volume, large 
scale deployments.
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• Our Lifecycle™ catalogue tool provides an integrated gateway 
through which Business Partners can conduct both product 
and service transactions with SCC through a single web-based 
interface

• SCC delivers efficiency and cost reductions combined with rapid 
delivery and significant scale for our Business Partners

• Our fully-accredited facility ensures compliance with the latest 
laws and legislation around IT asset recovery and disposal

• Our Distribution Centre securely stores, commissions, and 
deploys to customers on behalf of our Business Partners.

KEY BENEFITS

• Over £15 million investment in our National Distribution Centre
• 130,000 square foot secure indoor facility containing 

environmentally managed WEEE Plant shredding division and 
Secure Data Erasure Suite

• Government approved fixed and mobile sanitisation and 
destruction services

• NCSC CAS (S) certified
• List N certified
• CPNI and DIPCOG approved services
• We hold ISO 9001, 14001, 20000, 27001 and OHSAS 18001
• Winner and multiple finalist at the National Recycling Awards
• Over 1000 tonnes of Customer IT equipment re-used per annum

KEY FEATURES

SCC has the expertise to ensure an optimum logistics service that considers 
security, internal processes, and efficiency to meet customer service levels, as 
well as costs. Our Distribution Centre contained within the NDC securely stores, 
commissions, and deploys to customers on behalf of our Business Partners.

On-site/deskside IMACs are core competencies for SCC and we have well 
established processes covering all aspects. These labour-intensive, non-fault 
related hardware and software activities vary in technical demand and we have 
developed flexibility across our IMAC group to help our Business Partners to 
deliver these core services efficiently and cost effectively.

The National Distribution Centre is a purpose-built dedicated bonded centre.   
We secure and protect customer stock and have a huge latent capacity capable  
of reacting to urgent demands, ensuring stock management needs meet           
project deadlines.

Our continual investment and commitment to security is reflected within 
our extensive accreditation portfolio, which has been built up to facilitate the 
requirements of all sectors, including the Government, MoD and Nuclear sectors. 
We manage IT asset disposal risk, turning the burden of compliance into real  
cost-savings, in accordance with the WEEE Directive, via our award-winning 
National Distribution Centre.
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businesspartnering@scc.com


